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FAQ 31
(December 16, 2006)

31.1
Q:
Has there been any new information on the other serial killings?
Personally, I found your investigation into the murder of actress, Jean Spangler
very interesting. Any new evidence?
Yes and no. To date, LAPD has not examined or reviewed any of the seven (7) Category I
murders that I believe are definitely related and connected to the same suspect—George Hodel.
Below are two charts providing a quick visual summary of Jean Spangler’s known movements in
the four days preceding her “disappearance” and murder.
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Jean Spangler Last Known Movements
Oct. 5, 1949-

11:00 a.m.- Columbia Studio- Talks with actor Robert Cummings, tells him
she has a new romance and is “having the time of her life.”

Oct. 6, 1949-

10:15 a.m. George Hodel provides $5,000 cash and bails out from lock-up
at Hall of Justice, on felony charge of incest.

Oct. 6, 1949

5:30 p.m. Jean seen by known acquaintances in parking-lot of Hollywood
Ranch Market. She is with a “handsome, dapper man about 35-years of
age.” They are standing by his black sedan, then seen going to a nearby
hot-dog stand. (NB: This location is directly across the street from George
Hodel’s good friend, Man Ray’s studio apartment at 1245 N. Vine St.)

Oct. 7, 1949-

5:00 p.m. Jean Spangler departs her Hollywood apartment, leaving her
daughter, Christine with baby-sitter. (Sophie Spangler, her sister-in-law.)

Oct. 7. 1949

7:30 p.m. Jean calls home to check on her daughter, Christine. Informs
her sister-in-law, she “will be home late.”

Oct 8.1949

1:30 a.m. Jean seated with a man at a front table at the Cheese Box
Restaurant, 8033 Sunset Blvd. The owner of the restaurant, a personal
friend of Jean’s, describes the man as, “male, 35 years, tallish, dark-hair,
clean-cut.”

Oct. 8, 1949-

2:00 a.m. Jean seated at same table is seen by entertainer, Al “the Sheik”
Lazar, a radio-personality who broadcasts his show live from the Cheese
Box. Lazar approached Jean for an interview, and sees she is arguing with
two men seated at the table. As he continued to approach, one of the men
forcefully, “waved him away”, and in The Shiek’s words, “I veered away,
and did not attempt to conduct the interview.”

Oct 8, 1949-

9:00 a.m. Jean Spangler fails to return home. Sophie Spangler, calls police
and makes a formal “missing report.”

Oct. 9, 1949-

11:00 a.m. Fern Dell Park employee, Hugh Anger, finds Jean Spangler’s
purse on lawn in park. The strap is ripped from the purse, indicating a
struggle. Papers and identification are found in purse, along with a
handwritten note, which read:
“Kirk,
Can’t wait any longer. Going to see Dr. Scott.
Will work best this way while Mother is away.”

(NB: Fern Dell Park and the location where the Spangler purse was found are .27 miles
from the Franklin House. (2 minutes driving time.) Police surmise from the note that Jean
Spangler may have been pregnant and was possibly seeking an abortion from “Dr. Scott.”
See BDA pages 325-332 & 345-347 for Jean Spangler investigative summary and possible
abortion ring connections.) In March, 1950, DA investigators Walter Morgan & Frank
Jemison simultaneous to their covert physical and electronic surveillance of Dr. Hodel,
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conduct a follow-up investigation into the Jean Spangler murder and check Hollywood
pharmacies for prescriptions written by all and any, “Dr. Scotts.”

Jean Spangler’s movements showing distance from Dr. Hodel’s residence

Location

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Columbia StudioSpangler residenceHollywood Ranch Mkt
Man Ray residenceCheese Box restaurantFern Dell Park-

Distance

Driving time

1.26 miles
3.96 miles

(4 mins)
(7 mins)

1.52 miles
3.40 miles
0.27 miles

(5 mins)
(6 mins)
(2 mins)
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31.2
Q: A witness described seeing the suspect car at the vacant lot for four minutes
at said it was a 1937 black Ford, but your dad drove a 1937 black Packard. How do
you explain the difference?
I have addressed this in an earlier FAQ along with showing actual vehicle comparisons of the two
models. That particular witness was a half-block away, and even close-up, the two models
appear quite similar.
Experienced law-enforcement officers have learned to be extremely wary of eye-witness
accounts and descriptions. Though well meaning, many witnesses providing information are
oftentimes- WRONG. This pertains to physical description of suspects as well as their clothing
and their vehicles.
We need to look no further than the 1947 Black Dahlia investigation to provide a perfect example.
In the first days of the investigation, an acquaintance/boyfriend of Elizabeth’s became an early
suspect in the murder. His name was Robert “Red” Manley. San Diego witnesses provided a
physical description of “Red” along with his vehicle. That description was printed in the
newspapers, as well as circulated nation-wide on police teletypes and a LAPD APB. (All Points
Bulletin). The witnesses were certain that the suspect car was a:
“1940 Studebaker coupe cream or light tan California license –V---“

(1940 cream Studebaker)
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January, 1947 article describing vehicle
as “tan or light colored vehicle”
Three days later, Robert “Red” Manley and his car were apprehended. Witnesses were correct on
the model, it was a Studebaker, but it was not tan or light-colored—it was BLACK. (Also no letter
V in the license plate)

“Red” Manley’s vehicle pictured below:

Witness description

Actual vehicle

This is why eye-witness identifications, while always an important part of criminal investigations,
must be backed by a wealth of corroborating and physical evidence. (75% of all proven
wrongful convictions are the result of a misidentification of the “suspect” by an eyewitness.)
(Robert “Red” Manley was quickly eliminated as a suspect in the Elizabeth Short murder.)
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